Powered Golf Carts,
Bags & Accessories 2011

Meet the S-Series
Range by Motocaddy.
Including the multi-award winning S1 Digital,
S3 Digital and S1 Lite Push Cart

We’re very proud of the Motocaddy S-Series range of powered golf carts. Not only are they packed with
innovative features but the clever digital technology is highly energy efficient, allowing us to use smaller,
lighter batteries with no loss in performance.
All our carts are precision engineered using the best quality components making them lightweight,
powerful, quiet, stylish and most importantly very reliable.

With innovative features never seen
before on an electric trolley

The super lighweight, reliable and
efficient Motocaddy Lithium Battery

Why choose a Lithium Battery?
USB GPS
Charging Port

The S3 Digital features a unique USB port*
located on the underside of the handle
which can be used to charge a GPS
device or Smart Phone running a Golf GPS
application.
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•
•

* Patent pending (09 16857.6)

Patent Pending

•

Multi-Platform
Battery Tray

CartLock
Pin Code

The S3 Digital also features our innovative
CartLock security system allowing you to
protect it with a four digit PIN code. Once
enabled it has to be entered when you
plug the battery in, rendering the trolley
useless to would be thieves.

The Motocaddy S1 and S3 Digital also
feature the Motocaddy ‘Multi-Platform’
battery tray which allows the trolley to
be powered by our Standard range,
Extended range or Motocaddy Lithium
battery.

CartLock
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More golfers than ever are choosing
our Lithium option and thanks to our
innovative multi-platform battery tray,
the battery is compatible with all our
carts.
Here are the top reasons why you should
‘Power up’ to lithium:
• Lightweight - Weighs only 2.5kg (28Ah
lead acid 11kg)
• Recharging time only 5 hours (28Ah
lead acid 10 hours)
• Much longer lifetime than an
equivalent lead acid battery
• Comprehensive 2 year warranty
• Trolley can fold flat without having to
remove the battery
• Compact and stylish design
• Highly reliable
• Low maintenance
• Battery Management System (BMS)
protects trolley & battery

The Motocaddy S3 Digital.
Now GPS ready!
With class leading build quality and
award winning features as standard.

The moment you place your hands on the Motocaddy S3 Digital, you will feel the build quality
which sets it apart from the rest. The frame is made from aerospace grade aluminium, making
the cart lightweight (only 8.4kg without the battery) but also very sturdy and strong.
The combination of our highly efficient 200W motor and digital control system allows
the Motocaddy S3 Digital to be powered by a smaller, lighter battery without sacrificing
performance levels.
Available in Black, Titanium or Alpine.

Lead acid batteries powered by

Introducing exclusive features,
not found on other golf carts.
Current Speed, Speed Setting, Speed Controller,
Distance Reading, Battery Meter, Time, USB Port

Multi-function handle

93cm

SkyCaddie Compatible USB

USB device charging port
* Patent pending (09 16857.6)
56cm

Ultra-Lightweight aerospace
grade Aluminium frame
8.4kg (excl. battery)
Fully adjustable
bag supports
Unique fold flat
Locking System
Multi-Platform battery
tray designed to hold the
‘Standard’, ‘Extended’
or Motocaddy Lithium
Batteries.
Quick-release wheels
Lead acid batteries powered by

Powerful, efficient,
whisper quiet 200w Motor

Electronic diagnosis system for
hassle-free troubleshooting

130cm

The S3 Digital is no ordinary golf cart. To start it, simply twist the
controller to your favoured speed setting then tap it. To stop simply
tap again – no fiddly stuff! While you are travelling, the cart displays
your current speed and counts every single yard (or metre). There are
three distance readouts to choose from, two of which you can reset at
any time. For example, after you’ve hit your ‘Sunday Best’ drive, your
S3 can measure it for you with incredible accuracy.
When you’ve reached your ball you can use the S3 to pace out
exactly how far you’ve ripped it past the 150 yard marker, taking
the guesswork out of your approach shots. You could use the other
readout to show the distance of your entire round and there’s also a
lifetime reading which can’t be reset, showing exactly how many miles
(or km) your S3 has on the clock – just like a car. The S3 Digital also
features Adjustable Distance Control which allows you to send the cart
on any distance between 5 and 60 yards in 5-yard increments, plus
other useful information like battery level, speed setting and time.

Weight: 8.4kg (without battery)

The Motocaddy S1 Digital.
With all the style, form and performance
to meet the demands of today’s golfer

Since the original Motocaddy S1 was launched in 2006, it
has been the fastest selling powered golf cart in the UK. But
rather than rest on our laurels, we upgraded it to run on our
efficient digital platform taken from the highly successful S3
model. The S1 Digital is incredibly simple to operate with a
combined on-off switch and speed controller in one button.
Simply twist to one of nine digitally controlled speed settings
then tap the button to start. The S1 Digital will smoothly
accelerate to your selected speed. Just tap again when you
want to stop - there’s no need to reduce the speed setting.
As with all the S-Series carts, our efficient digital
technology allows us to use a smaller, lighter battery on
the S1 Digital with no loss in performance. The cart also
shares the same sturdy frame, bag supports, motor
and compact locking system as the S3 Digital. Never
before has a powered cart been so easy to use and
hassle free.
Available in Black, Titanium or Alpine.

The Ladies’ Range.
Introducing the lightest member
of the S-Series trolley family.

Designed with the lady golfer firmly in mind,
combining style with performance to match.

We are proud to introduce the Motocaddy Ladies’
range featuring an exclusive version of the S1 Digital
trolley combined with our brand new Ladies Club
Series Cart Bags.

Very simply the S1 Lite push cart is based on the S1
Digital with the motor and battery removed. A new
foot operated parking brake has been added so
you can park it on the hills plus an upgraded locking
system which is now the same as our powered carts.
There’s a convenient insulated bag that sits between
the rear wheels for storing drinks and snacks etc.
The S1 Lite freewheels both forwards and backwards
allowing it to be pushed or pulled - sometimes it’s
easier to pull up hills. The S1 Lite is a great option for
the budget conscious golfer.
Available in Black or Titanium.

The Ladies’ S1 Digital features all of the high
specifications of the standard S1 Digital, but is
available in an exclusive Alpine-White colour with
Silver touches to complement either of the
ladies’ Club-Series cart bags perfectly.
The ladies’ bags are available in Silver/
Pink and Silver/Sky so whichever
combination you choose you’ll
definitely look stylish on the course.

Our award winning cart bag range
offering style and quality in abundance

The Pro-Series bag looks fantastic thanks to the stylish PU
material construction. The base features our unique cut away slot
which fits perfectly onto the lower bag support, preventing the
bag from twisting during the round.
As you would expect, there’s plenty of room for storage and
other features include a large insulated drinks holder, a water
resistant valuables pocket with waterproof zip, graphite-friendly
dividers plus a dedicated putter well and umbrella holder.
Available in Black/Red, Black/Blue, Alpine/Red and Alpine/Blue.

The NEW lightweight cart bag delivering all
the features you would expect at a great price

Weighing in at only 3.1kg, the new lightweight Club Series Cart
Bags are the perfect partner for your Motocaddy trolley.
Features include our unique anti-twist base - designed to prevent
your bag from twisting, plus four ball and accessory pockets,
insulated drinks pocket, two clothing pockets, 11-way full length
dividers, Velcro glove grip and towel hook and a detachable rain
hood.
Available in Black/Red, Black/Blue, Silver/Pink and Silver/Sky.

The Motocaddy
accessory range.
When it comes to accessories, we have it covered with
the comprehensive range of Motocaddy accessories.

Rain Safe

Travel Cover

Wheel Covers

Auto-Open Umbrella

Flight Cover

Winter Wheels

Deluxe Seat

Tri-Fold Towel

USB Charging Cables

Caddy Pack

Rain Cover

Standard Battery

Lithium Battery

Lithium Lock

The Innovative Motocaddy Accessory System
Our exclusive accessory-combo is designed for golfers
who like to be prepared for everything on the course.
Having re-designed the Umbrella Holder, Drinks Holder,
Scorecard Holder and Device Cradle, we are pleased to
announce that these can all now be fitted to your S-Series
trolley using the simple Accessory Station.
The difficult decision is choosing which combo to go for!

Umbrella Holder

Scorecard Holder

Drinks Holder

Device Cradle

Accessory Station

Extended Battery

Motocaddy
Partnerships
www.motocaddy.com/mycaddy

Introducing our exclusive customisation service.
Creating your perfect trolley is now only six steps away.

AVAILABLE SUMMER 2011*

Black
Titanium
Alpine
Blue
Red

Wheels
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Standard Range
Extended Range
Motocaddy Lithium

5.

Cart Bags

Trolley Colour
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We are proud to be associated with a number of
worthy initiatives and charitable organisations.
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Titanium
Alpine
Red
Blue
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None
Blue/Black
Blue/Alpine
Red/Black
Red/Alpine
Pink/Silver
Sky/Silver

6.
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Personalisation
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edit text

edit cart bag
edit colour
edit battery
edit wheels

* Only available to customers in the United Kingdom

Charitable Trusts :

Motocaddy Ltd
Units 15 - 18, Stansted Distribution Centre,
Start Hill, Great Hallingbury,
Hertfordshire, CM22 7DG
Tel: 0845 058 9818 Fax: 01279 465896
Email: info@motocaddy.com

The full range of Motocaddy products are available
to purchase from www.motocaddy.com or from your
local Motocaddy retailer.

Motocaddy Lead Acid Batteries
are Powered by Panasonic.

For further
information please
contact your local
Motocaddy stockist
or visit us at
motocaddy.com
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